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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features a study testing participants’ abilities to tell
real faces from ones created using AI, an op/ed revealing how the US trails China and

other countries in 5G, China's attempt to promote its digital currency at the Olympics, an
ongoing dispute over cryptocurrency regulation in Russia, research to commercialize

vehicle-to-grid technology in China, 3D-printed materials that can partially repair
themselves, developments in swarming drones and autonomous electric rotorcraft, a

Quantum Key Distribution network that is resistant to quantum computing attacks, and
China’s sanctions on Lockheed Martin and Raytheon.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS
→ In a Foreign Affairs article published this week, National Cyber Director Chris Inglis
calls for an unprecedented level of collaboration between government and industry to
meet the requirements of national cybersecurity. He argues that private and public sector
leaders will need to learn how to speak one another’s languages and productively share
information. And he says the new ONCD could prove its worth by serving as a national cyber
performance reviewer and driver of coherence across US cyber policy. Looking to the future, he
explains how digital infrastructure will enable innovation in emerging technologies like green
tech, autonomous systems, biotechnology, space, and next generation communications. And he
argues that all of these opportunities extend into geopolitics. He concludes: “If China or Russia
had fewer plausible avenues for subverting the digital infrastructure that underpins the US’
conventional tools of deterrence, the calculus of strategic competition would likely shift
significantly in favor of the US… By identifying the digital future the US wants to create and the
social contract that could sustain it, Americans can fortify their resilience and establish rewards
for good behavior and costs for bad behavior. Misaligned incentives and malicious actors are no
match for a clear vision for where the US wants to go.” #USA #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics
#CHN #RUS #AUT #SAT #AER #BIO #5G #DIG #GRN Foreign Affairs

→ The US has received international praise for its unprecedented campaign to rapidly
share intelligence and assign attribution to malicious cyber actors surrounding Ukraine.
US officials have called out a number of Russian false flag operations that were designed to
provide a pretext for invasion. Officials also publicly named the Russian military intelligence
services as responsible for a disruptive cyber operation that targeted Ukraine’s defense ministry
and banks last week. Much of this is thanks to improved US government and industry
partnerships where the US IC can corroborate intelligence with unclassified industry data (like
social media, big data, smartphones, commercial satellites, etc) and therefore no need to burn
sensitive sources and methods nor wait for a lengthy declassification process. These activities
have received praise from many around the world, ranging from former US officials to journalists
in allied countries. #USA #RUS #UKR #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics Yahoo! News CyberScoop
Time MIT Tech Review The Conversation Risky.Biz

→ China changed its tone on its Ukraine stance earlier this week, likely to appease
Washington and maintain its access to the US tech market. A shared interest in confronting
the US has driven the China-Russia relationship to its closest point in decades. And earlier this
month, Xi Jinping gave Putin strong support in Moscow’s standoff with the West over Ukraine;
however, Beijing began calling for a diplomatic resolution in recent days. China’s Foreign
Minister Wang Yi publicly stated, “The sovereignty, independence, and territorial integrity of any
country should be respected and safeguarded… Ukraine is no exception.” This shift in tone
reflects Beijing’s desire to avoid an even more adversarial relationship with Washington that
could cause China to be isolated from the West and hurt the country’s development in the long
run. It still needs continued access to American financial and technological resources to ensure
economic security and development - an access that could be jeopardized should Beijing decide
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to help Moscow evade sanctions. China has yet to issue an official condemnation of the
invasion. And when asked whether the US Administration was pressuring China to isolate
Russia, President Biden refused to comment. #USA #RUS #UKR #CHN #Geopolitics WSJ

→ Western nations imposed multiple, coordinated rounds of severe sanctions on
Russian banks and elites for taking military action in Ukraine. Starting Tuesday, the US, the
EU, and the UK announced plans to target banks and elites, while Germany halted a major gas
pipeline project from Russia. Initial sanctions were imposed on VEB bank and Russia's military
bank, Promsvyazbank, which is involved in defense deals, according to President Biden. The
UK sanctioned five midsize Russian lenders, cutting them off from the UK financial system.
Additionally, Canada announced a first round of economic sanctions on Russia. On Thursday,
the US and its European partners imposed additional sanctions on Russia to include more
banks and elites, but not Putin himself, though Biden said that remains an option. Of note,
Russia has not been blocked from SWIFT yet. During remarks at the White House on Thursday,
President Biden also vowed to block tech exports to Russia, estimated to account for half of its
total tech imports. #Geopolitics #RUS #UKR #USA #EU #GBR #DEU #CAN Reuters WSJ

DIGITALIZATION
→ One of Europe’s top privacy watchdogs is preparing a decision that could restrict
transatlantic data flows and risk billions in revenue for technology giants. Ireland’s Data
Protection Commission, which monitors Silicon Valley tech giants that have flocked to the
nation, is soon to weigh in on the legality of so-called standard contractual clauses (SCCs) used
by Meta, Google, and others to legally transfer swathes of user data to the US for processing.
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Meta warned in its latest annual report that it would likely be unable to offer services, including
Facebook and Instagram, in the European Union if it is unable to use SCCs. Facebook
generated $8.2B, about 25% of its global revenue, in Europe over the December quarter. While
the UK will count for a significant portion of that and will not be affected by the ruling on SCCs,
the region is immensely profitable for Meta, beaten only by American and Canadian markets.
Meta’s business model, like that of Google, relies on collecting enough data to discern what
users might be interested in or want to purchase and to serve them relevant advertisements.
The company is already facing challenges from Europe’s privacy rules and a ban on SCCs
would likely make its business model more expensive and less effective to run. #DIG #USA #EU
SCMP

→ A new standard, called Matter, aims to mitigate smart home compatibility issues and
setup complexity. When it rolls out this year, Matter will act as a common language spoken by
most new – and many older – smart-home products established by Apple, Google, Amazon,
and Samsung. Customers will be able to connect their devices to whichever app they prefer.
Even though Matter would work behind the scenes, it could enable more affordable devices that
are easier to set up and able to work together. Along with the tech giants, over 220 companies
support Matter. By the end of the decade, vendors will ship more than 5.5B Matter-compliant
smart-home devices, according to ABI Research. Google and Amazon’s home devices regularly
communicate with the cloud, while Apple’s HomeKit is designed to work with less internet
dependence. Smart-home commands stay inside the home, which can make responses faster
and more private. Matter takes a similar approach to HomeKit. If there’s an internet outage, a
Matter-enabled product could still work, similar to how Wi-Fi printers still operate when a
customer’s broadband is down. #DIG #USA #KOR WSJ

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ The European Union is rolling out a new space traffic management initiative to build
up its abilities in the field while working with both the US and the UN. The European
Commission released on February 15 a “joint communication” outlining the EU’s approach to
space traffic management (STM), calling for increasing EU abilities to track objects as well as
help develop international regulations for responsible, safe operations in space. Part of the
proposal in the joint communication involves improving the capabilities of the EU Space
Surveillance and Tracking (SST) program. That program provides conjunction notices to
European satellite operators but relies primarily on the U.S. catalog of space objects,
augmented with some European data. The EU is proposing to build up its own space situational
awareness resources, including establishing tracking assets outside of continental Europe to
provide better coverage. The proposal also calls on developing automated collision-avoidance
technologies and “quantum technology” to reduce the risk of collisions. The document sets a
goal of mid-2023 to “elaborate an architecture analysis” for the upgrades to the EU SST system.
It also sets a goal of 2025 to start the deployment of new tracking assets. #SAT #AER #QNT
#USA #EU Space News
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→ A CubeSat mission to test a lunar orbit critical to NASA’s Artemis program is in the
final stages of preparations for a launch this spring. The Cislunar Autonomous Positioning
System Technology Operations and Navigation Experiment, or CAPSTONE, spacecraft is a
CubeSat mission that will test operations in the near-rectilinear halo orbit (NRHO) around the
moon that will be used by Artemis missions, including the lunar Gateway. NASA selected
Colorado-based Advanced Space to develop the mission in 2019. According to Advanced
Space on February 18, the company completed the fourth in a series of operational readiness
tests for CAPSTONE, simulating a week of operations in lunar orbit. Neither NASA nor
Advanced Space have announced a specific launch date for the mission. In October, NASA
announced the mission was scheduled to launch in March 2022 after previously scheduled for
the fourth quarter of 2021. NASA still lists a March launch for CAPSTONE, but the mission is
likely to lift off later in the spring. #SAT #AUT #USA Space News

→ Debris from the Russian anti satellite (ASAT) weapon demonstration in November are
creating surges of close approaches, in some cases, tens of thousands a week, with
active satellites in LEO. These so-called squalls can result in thousands of close approaches
or conjunctions, over just a few days. Projections say conjunctions involving all active satellites
in LEO will peak at nearly 50,000 per day in April. That includes a background level of about
15,000 a day not associated with the ASAT test. Spacecraft outside of sun-synchronous orbits
will also be affected such as SpaceX’s Starlink constellation. Experts warn that the conjunction
squalls may overwhelm space situational awareness systems and make it difficult for operators
to identify other potential collisions. #SAT #USA #RUS #Geopolitics Space News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ A new study has found that humans can tell a real face from one created using AI
about half of the time; people are also more likely to trust the fake face over the real one. The
study was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. Given recent
improvements in AI’s ability to generate more realistic synthetic images, the researchers wanted
to explore if faces created via AI could convince viewers of their authenticity. They asked
participants to look at a selection of pictures and sort them into real and fake. Participants were
correct less than half the time, with an average accuracy of 48.2%. When participants were
asked to rate a set of real and fake faces based on their perceived trustworthiness, people
found synthetically generated faces 7.7% more trustworthy than real ones – a small but
statistically significant difference. Companies and organizations like TruePic and the Coalition
for Content Provenance and Authentication are developing a method called ‘controlled capture’
to prevent the use of synthetic images for nefarious purposes like disinformation campaigns.
The technology captures metadata related to time and location for any photo taken within an
app that has a built-in camera function.
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#AI #USA Fast Company

→ Scientists from EPFL's Swiss Plasma Center (SPC) and DeepMind used a deep
reinforcement learning (RL) system to study the nuances of plasma behavior and control
inside a fusion tokamak – the development has potential implications for nuclear fusion. For
decades, scientists have been taking incremental steps towards achieving nuclear fusion, which
holds the promise of delivering a limitless, sustainable source of clean energy. One of the core
obstacles is controlling the unstable and superheated plasma in a reactor. To sustain nuclear
fusion reactions – which involves keeping the plasma stable at hundreds of millions of degrees
Celsius – complex, multi-layered systems are needed to manage the magnetic coils placed
around a reactor. The research shows that a single AI system can oversee the task by itself. #AI
#GRN #USA #CHE Science Alert

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ An op/ed written by Graham Allison and former Google CEO Eric Schmidt argues that
the US is behind in almost every dimension of 5G while other nations – including China –
race ahead. The US average 5G mobile internet speed is roughly 75 megabits per second. In
China’s urban centers, 5G phones get average speeds of 300 megabits per second. (South
Korea has the fastest 5G in the world at over 400 Mbps). The US also trails China in the global
market for 5G-related services. Although US sanctions have hurt Huawei, China’s national
champion is still the global leader in supplying 5G infrastructure with 30% of the market, while
no US firms sell 5G infrastructure abroad. Strategically significant countries including Russia,
Saudi Arabia, South Africa, and Turkey have installed Huawei infrastructure and are using it to
deliver 5G services. Allison and Schmidt argue that U.S. performance in the 5G race is a sign of
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the US’s larger failure to keep up with China on strategically important technologies. China is
also ahead of the US in high-tech manufacturing, green energy, and many applications of AI. On
current trajectories, by 2030 it will likely lead the US in the number of semiconductor chips
(though not the world’s most sophisticated chips) it produces and in applications of
biotechnology. #5G #MFG #GRN #AI #CHP #BIO #USA #CHN #KOR #RUS #SAU #ZAF #TUR
WSJ

→ AT&T is the latest company and first US service provider to join Ericsson’s 5G startup
program, as the carrier looks to identify promising consumer applications for its
next-gen network. The Startup 5G effort leverages Ericsson’s ConsumerLab research and
analytical data, along with a roster of more than 40 5G companies, to help operators
commercialize and monetize 5G by introducing them to consumer startups and developing
go-to-market strategies. The aim is to explore and identify consumer applications that could
leverage 5G, spanning a variety of segments and technology. Service providers Rogers,
Etisalat, Telstra, and Three Ireland are already involved in the program. AT&T is ready to put its
5G network to use and find applications for consumers to take advantage of the new
capabilities. Ericsson estimates there is a $3.7T business opportunity within the 5G consumer
market by 2030, which it says the Startup 5G program helps carriers tap into. #5G #USA #SWE
Fierce Wireless

→ Mexico's Telcel, a subsidiary of America Movil, on Tuesday, February 22 stated it was
launching 5G services in at least 18 Mexican cities. The company is planning to spend a
total of $1.8B as part of the expansion. About 1M Mexicans are already connected to the 5G
network, according to executives at a news conference in Mexico City, adding that the company
has no plans to retire its 2G and 3G networks. Telcel received permission to launch 5G earlier
this month, and America Movil executives previously stated that they hoped to roll out the
service in 90% of the company's markets by the end of the year. #5G #MEX Reuters

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ After China cracked down on bitcoin mining last year, miners set up in the US. For
years China had been the global hub for bitcoin mining since its power was so cheap,
accounting for 75% of the world’s bitcoin mining. Bitcoin mining takes a lot of electricity to power
all the computer servers so large rural areas are ideal to set up all the computing equipment
required. While Russia and Kazakhstan are attractive places for migrating mining because
power is cheap, the infrastructure is not great there. And despite higher power and labor costs,
the US has reliable legal protections over private property making it most attractive. Now
Nebraska is one of several US states welcoming bitcoin miners. By last fall, the US commanded
the biggest share of bitcoin mining. Some argue it is good news for US innovation too since
having the mining operations here could spur investment in the underlying technology. #FIN
#USA #CHN #Geopolitics #SCRM NPR
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→ China's aim to promote its digital currency at the Olympics was taken up by a captive
audience of locals unable to use their usual digital payment apps. Only three forms of
payment were available at Olympic venues: China's yuan currency, its digital version known as
e-CNY, and Visa, whose cards are not widely used in China. According to a number of servers
at food and drink stands, while Chinese customers were mostly using e-CNY for purchases,
foreigners mainly used cash or Visa, whose Olympic sponsorship gives it exclusive international
payment rights. Foreign visitors polled informally inside the Games loop generally said they had
not noticed the alternative payment option. According to a senior official from China's central
bank ~$316k of payments daily at the Beijing Winter Games were made with e-CNY. Digital
currency users either downloaded a phone app or got a specially designed rubber wristband or
payment card, which looks like a credit card without a magnetic strip or chip. 18 currencies
could be converted into e-CNY or yuan banknotes at ATMs operated by state-run Bank of
China. #FIN #CHN Reuters WSJ

→ Fidelity International has launched its first investment product that tracks bitcoin in
Europe, as the British investment manager taps into rising demand for exposure to
digital currencies. The Fidelity Physical Bitcoin exchange-traded product (ETP), available to
the asset manager's professional and institutional clients in Europe, began trading on the
Deutsche Börse Xetra on Tuesday, February 15. According to Fidelity, the physical bitcoin ETP
will also debut on the SIX Swiss Exchange in the coming weeks. The decision to list an ETP
comes after a Fidelity Digital Assets survey indicated that 70% of institutional investors expect to
buy or invest in digital assets in the future. More than 90% of those interested in digital assets
expect to have an allocation in their institutions’ or clients' portfolios within the next five years,
the survey showed. In the US, a bitcoin ETP is yet to be approved, and several asset managers’
proposals have been rejected. A proposal to list Fidelity's Wise Origin Bitcoin Trust was vetoed
last month. #FIN #USA #GBR #CHE Reuters Financial Times

→ The Bank of Russia has proposed banning cryptocurrency trading and mining due to
the threat digital currencies pose to financial stability. The finance ministry disagrees and
President Vladimir Putin has called on authorities to find a consensus. The ministry proposed
identifying crypto traders to separate the "white" market from the "gray" market. But giving law
enforcement the power to trace money flows and transactions may diminish one of
cryptocurrencies' major selling points – their anonymity. A document seen by Reuters shows the
central bank does not support the ministry's proposals and wants an outright ban on the
issuance and circulation of cryptocurrencies. #FIN #RUS Reuters

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Scientists originally thought that a SpaceX rocket was set to collide with the Moon in
March; however, NASA analysis shows that the object is likely to be the booster rocket
from China's Chang'e 5-T1 mission launched in 2014. According to China’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the rocket debris does not originate from the 2014 Chang’e-5 T1 mission.
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Foreign Ministry spokesperson Wang Wenbin stated on February 21 that the upper stage of the
rocket related to the Chang’e-5 mission entered Earth’s atmosphere and burned up. Space
tracking data from the Space Force’s 18th Space Control Squadron suggests that 2014-065B –
the international designator for the rocket stage in question – reentered the atmosphere in
October 2015, a year after launch, apparently corroborating China’s claim. The new
development, if confirmed, highlights the challenges of tracking objects in deep space. The
event also underlines the importance of sustainability in space operations going forward. Both
the US and partners, along with China and Russia are planning respective Artemis and
International Lunar Research Station (ILRS) programs to establish a long-term presence on the
Moon. #AER #USA #CHN #RUS Space News Reuters

→ The Defense Department announced February 22 that the US, Australia, Canada,
France, Germany, New Zealand, and the UK have signed a joint vision document that
calls for greater cooperation to prevent conflicts in space. The Combined Space
Operations (CSpO) Vision 2031 states that the seven nations will “generate and improve
cooperation, coordination, and interoperability opportunities to sustain freedom of action in
space, optimize resources, enhance mission assurance and resilience, and prevent conflict.”
The allies agreed to follow guiding principles such as freedom of use of space, responsible and
sustainable use of space, partnering while recognizing sovereignty, and upholding international
law. The document is being released in the wake of Russia’s anti-satellite missile test in
November that destroyed one of its own satellites, creating a field of at least 1,500 trackable
pieces of debris in low orbit, threatening space operations and human spaceflight. #AER #SAT
#USA #AUS #CAN #FRA #DEU #NZL #GBR #RUS Space News

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ Chinese scientists have developed salt-tolerant rice strains in an effort to ensure food
security for 80M people as sea levels rise as a result of climate change. The strains, known
as "seawater rice" because they are grown in salty soil near the sea, were created in northern
China's Jinghai district by over-expressing a gene from selected wild rice that is more resistant
to saline and alkali. The development comes as China seeks to secure domestic food and
energy supplies as global warming and geopolitical tensions make imports less dependable.
The country has about 20% of the world's population to feed, despite having less than 10% of
the world's arable land. Yuan Longping, once the nation’s top agricultural scientist, selected six
locations across the country in 2016 with different soil conditions that were turned into testing
fields for salt-tolerant rice. The following year, China established a research center in Qingdao
to harvest 30M tons of rice using 6.7M hectares of barren land. In October 2021, the Qingdao
research team stated that it can meet the goal of growing 6.7M hectares of seawater rice in 10
years. The group was given control of 400,000 hectares of land in 2021 to expand seawater rice
production. #BIO #SCRM #GRN #CHN Bloomberg
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→ Chinese Biotech start-up, StemiRNA Therapeutics is preparing to launch global
multi-site human trials of its Covid-19 vaccine, as the company pushes for the second
Chinese-made mRNA vaccine. Founder and CEO Li Hangwen said the firm is capable of
producing 400M doses a year from its facilities in mainland China, broadening the options for
China’s vaccination campaign. The company has received approval to begin clinical trials in
Brazil, where a final stage of Phase 3 testing is also permitted. Global biotech companies are
racing to increase vaccine supply as governments seek to reopen their economies. According to
one estimate, the market for Covid-19 vaccines was worth $137B in 2021. mRNA vaccines rely
on RNA to produce proteins that are similar enough to the virus to generate immune cells to
fight it, which China’s vaccination program heavily relies on. In June 2021, it raised $200M from
investors such as China Merchants Group, Sequoia Capital China, OrbiMed, GT Fund, and
Wuxi AppTec to fund clinical trials and plant construction. #BIO #CHN SCMP

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Electric vehicles on board Felicity Ace, a ship that was drifting ablaze in the Atlantic
Ocean, complicated efforts to extinguish the fire, according to the Dutch experts
contracted to salvage the vessel. It is unclear whether the blaze was caused by the electric
cars, whose lithium-ion batteries have been known to catch fire. But the presence of burning
batteries on board meant SMIT Salvage, the company contracted to rescue the ship, faced fire
that spread fast and could not be fought with water alone, according to the company’s owners.
The fire is the latest in a string of supply-chain setbacks to befall an auto industry that has faced
production bottlenecks due to a shortage of components and Covid-19-related disruptions to
international trade routes. Although it will be months before the cause of the fire is known, the
blaze on the Felicity Ace raises questions about how to safely transport such vehicles in the
future. #GRN #SCRM #NLD WSJ

→ Startup Link-U Tech is conducting research in China to commercialize vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) technology that enables electric vehicles to be used as energy supply
infrastructure. V2G treats EVs as "mobile energy storage units" and helps control the supply
and demand of energy by supplying electricity stored in EVs to power grids through two-way
charging stations. Instead of using EVs solely for transportation, the idea is to also use them for
various supplementary services – including shifts in power demand peaks, frequency control,
electric power trading, and rescue operations during power outages – by connecting them with
power supply systems. Link-U Tech has developed two-way charging facilities with output levels
of 30 kW, 60 kW, and 150 kW. The systems have already been used to support shifts in power
demand peaks in northern China. Link-U Tech founder and CEO Qin Yudi expects that electric
power trading for EVs and the market for services targeting low-temperature environments will
be the company's primary revenue sources. #GRN #CHN Nikkei Asia

→ Carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS) forms part of the effort by China’s
cement industry to reduce carbon emissions. The cement sector is responsible for 15% of
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carbon dioxide emissions in China - the world’s largest emitter. Beijing, which is targeting peak
carbon emissions before 2030, ordered this month an upgrading of facilities that failed to meet
the minimum energy efficiency standard. Those that do not comply must be shut down by 2025.
Cement is one of several industries that may be added to the list of sectors covered by China’s
national mandatory carbon emission permits trading scheme as soon as this year. Currently,
only power generators are obliged to trade in the scheme, which provides a penalty and reward
system to incentivize emissions reduction. According to a 2020 report by the International
Energy Agency, CCUS is “virtually the only technology solution for deep emissions reductions”
from cement production. The Agency projects that CCUS will contribute 47% of the cement
sector’s carbon dioxide reductions in 2030, rising to 63% in 2060. #GRN #CHN SCMP

→ China's Envision AESC Group is projected to start producing batteries that will give an
electric vehicle a driving range of at least 620 miles in 2024. The company will double the
number of battery cells in each car, which will make the vehicles heavier but also increase
driving range. It is also hoping to increase production capacity by 10x before the end of the
decade. Envision is a supplier of Nissan Motor and provides the battery for Nissan's Leaf whose
driving range is around 226 miles now. Envision will pack the cells closely together and improve
storage efficiency, which will shorten charging time by around 30% to under 20 minutes. The
company will start building a new plant in Ibaraki Prefecture near Tokyo that will begin
production in 2024. The plant will include a production line for new batteries, using energy from
solar panels at the premises that will cut its carbon dioxide emissions to zero. #GRN #CHN
#JPN Nikkei Asia

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Researchers at MIT have come up with a novel plant-derived 3D printable composite
that could enable the sustainable production practices of the future. Created from a
mixture of synthetic plastic and cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), chains of organic polymers found
naturally in plants, the material has a highly-reinforced brick-and-mortar structure, akin to that of
a mollusk’s inner shell. By pushing the CNC content of this composite as high as 90%, the team
has managed to fortify it to the point that it's tougher than some types of bone and harder than
aluminum. In doing so, the engineers have also significantly reduced the material’s petrol
content, thus it could now unlock the more sustainable 3D printing or casting of parts with new
properties. Moving forward, the engineers believe their material could lend it applications in the
production of cellulose-based dental implants, or even larger eco-friendly parts, although they’d
need to perfect its shrinkage to make this possible. The researchers’ findings are detailed in
their paper titled “Printable, castable, nanocrystalline cellulose-epoxy composites exhibiting
hierarchical nacre-like toughening.” #MFG #USA 3D Printing Industry

→ Scientists from the University of Cambridge reported developing self-healing,
biodegradable, 3D-printed materials that sense strain, temperature, and humidity; they
can also partially repair themselves at room temperature. Earlier versions of the self-healing
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materials needed to be heated to heal, but the newly developed ones can heal at room
temperature, which would make them more useful for real-world applications. Due to their
long-term strength and stability without drying out, the newly developed self-healing materials
are preferable to many existing alternatives. They are also cheap and easy to make with 3D
printing or casting and could be used in the development of realistic artificial hands and other
soft robotics applications. #MFG #BIO #GBR Tech Explorist

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Shield AI, a San Diego-based startup, is working with the US Air Force to develop
swarming drones and autonomous electric rotorcraft. Shield AI announced in January 2022
that it had received an Air Force contract worth up to $60M for a series of projects involving the
company's Hivemind autonomy stack, an AI system that the company is developing to control
everything from small drones to — potentially — fighter jets like the F-16. While the US military
has had swarming drone development programs, Shield AI is focusing on optimizing its
autonomy stack so that an individual drone is intelligent and can learn from field experiences.
The V-BAT 128 drone uses patented ducted-fan technology that enables max-takeoff weight to
payload weight ratio. The system is designed for runway- and equipment-independent launch
and recovery in remote locations with no outside assistance. The drone has a wingspan of   9.7 ft
and a length of 9 ft., with a total weight of 125 lbs., including both the fuel and payload. The goal
is to have swarms of three to five V-BAT drones ready for operation and production by the end
of 2023, with the swarm gradually increasing in size to around 10 V-BATs in 2024 and up to 30
drones in 2025. While the integration of Hivemind would benefit the US military, it will also
support electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) startups and create a commercial market
for short-distance air transport, according to cofounder Brandon Tseng. #AUT #AI #AER #GRN
#USA Breaking Defense

→ HALCON, a precision-guided system and UAV maker, revealed the Hunter 2 drone with
swarming drone capability at the 2022 Unmanned Systems Exhibition and Conference
(UMEX). According to HALCON CEO Saeed Al Mansoori, the drones, which are based on the
Hunter 2 series UAV, will use AI technology to share information and fly in a steady formation
towards their target. The swarm can attack both static and moving targets, and can carry out
complicated missions, Al Mansoori added. The company stated that “The drones are equipped
to operate at cruising speeds that support mission success, with a significant communications
range and healthy flight endurance. The winged UAVs can be deployed in a matter of seconds,
featuring a wingspan of 1.44m and a length of 1.25m.” The company said its goal is to assist the
UAE in achieving self-sufficiency in defense requirements. #AUT #AI #AER #ARE Breaking
Defense

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
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→ India has received investment proposals worth $20.5B from five companies for chip
production and fabs in the country, according to a government statement. Companies
including Vedanta in joint venture with Foxconn, Singapore-based IGSS Ventures pte, and
ISMC have proposed $13.6B investments for manufacturing the chips, which are used in a wide
range of products from 5G devices to electric cars. Under its incentive plan, the three
companies have requested $5.6B from the federal government. According to the statement, two
companies, Vedanta and Elest, have submitted proposals worth $6.7B to manufacture display
fabs and have requested $2.7B in government incentives. India’s semiconductor market is
estimated to reach $63B by 2026 compared with $15B in 2020. The incentive program is an
effort by Prime Minister Modi to boost the share of manufacturing in the economy and reverse
the pandemic induced slowdown. #CHP #IND Bloomberg

→ On Thursday, February 17, Intel announced a new division to design and sell chips
that will help carmakers modernize vehicles and the processors that power them. Intel
CEO Pat Gelsinger said at the company’s annual investor meeting this week that demand for
automotive silicon is expected to nearly double to $115B by 2030, which drove the company to
create a chipmaking unit dedicated to carmakers. Intel has been ramping up its foundry
business to meet rising semiconductor demand amid a global chip shortage that is troubling
many industries, particularly the automotive industry. Additionally, the global shift to electric
vehicles may increase demand for foundry services, as EVs require more semiconductors than
traditional cars, including everything from microcontroller units to various types of sensors and
processors. This plan will assist Intel in expanding its foundry business in the smartphone,
industrial equipment, and automotive electronics markets. #CHP #AUT #SCRM #GRN #USA
CNET Nikkei Asia

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ JPMorgan Chase, Toshiba and Ciena have demonstrated the full viability of a
first-of-its-kind Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) network for metropolitan areas that is
resistant to quantum computing attacks. The QKD network is also capable of supporting 800
Gbps data rates for mission-critical applications under real-world environmental conditions. The
research team demonstrated the newly developed QKD network's ability to detect and defend
against eavesdroppers in real time. It also investigated the impact of environmental factors on
the quality of the quantum channel and used a QKD-secured optical channel to deploy and
secure the world's first bank-led, production-grade, peer-to-peer blockchain network, J.P.
Morgan. Ciena’s CTO, Steve Alexander stated “With more sensitive information being
distributed across fiber-optic networks every day, robust encryption is of vital importance. As the
quantum computing era approaches, research and development advances will continue to
ensure the confidentiality of critical data as it travels over the network.” #QNT #Cybersecurity
#FIN #USA #JPN The Quantum Insider

→ Singapore's Quantum Engineering Program (QEP) will establish a national
quantum-safe network to protect the country’s critical infrastructure. The program will start
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conducting nationwide trials of quantum-safe communication technologies that promise robust
network security for critical infrastructure and companies handling sensitive data. The new
National Quantum-Safe Network (NQSN) will test commercial technologies with government
agencies and private companies, conduct in-depth evaluations of security systems, and develop
guidelines to help businesses adopt such technologies. The initiative, hosted by the National
University of Singapore (NUS), will receive $8.5M over three years. The initial plan is to install
ten network nodes across Singapore that are connected to fiber, including two at NUS, two at
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore), and others at government and
private company premises. The network will provide both quantum key distribution and
post-quantum cryptography. #QNT #Cybersecurity #5G #SGP The Quantum Insider

GEOPOLITICS
→ China has sanctioned US defense firms Lockheed Martin and Raytheon Technologies
for arms sales to Taiwan, the government announced on Monday, February 21. The
sanctions are countermeasures for a $100M arms sale on February 7 that "undermined China's
security interests, seriously undermined China-US relations, and peace and stability in the
Taiwan Strait," according to foreign ministry spokesman Wang Wenbin. Wang stated that the
"countermeasures" were in accordance with Chinese anti-sanctions legislation. The law, which
was passed in June 2021, gives Beijing legal authority to take retaliatory measures against
foreign individuals and entities perceived to be interfering in China's internal affairs, such as
asset seizures and business restrictions. This is the first time the companies have faced
sanctions under China's new anti-foreign sanctions law. Although the US does not sell weapons
to China, the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 promises the US will provide Taiwan with the means
to defend itself. #Geopolitics #AER #USA #CHN #TWN Reuters SCMP

CYBERSECURITY
→ The FBI warns that cyber thieves are finding ways to circumvent multi-factor
authentication as SIM-swapping crimes on crypto accounts are on the rise. The FBI stated
that it received more than 1,600 SIM-swap complaints in 2021, resulting in estimated losses of
up to $68M. The FBI received 320 complaints in the previous three years, totaling an estimated
$12M in losses. The FBI's warning to small investors comes as federal law enforcement officials
step up efforts to track down digital currencies used to fund many criminal networks. As part of a
larger effort to disrupt cybercriminals, the DOJ launched a unit dedicated to tracing and
potentially seizing illicit cryptocurrency on Thursday, February 17. Cybercriminals use a variety
of techniques to trick mobile carriers into transferring a customer's SIM card to a new phone
under their control. When the SIM card is swapped, the victim's calls, texts, and other data are
transferred to the criminal's device, allowing them to reset passwords and respond to login
verifications. According to the CTIA, some of the best practices for mitigating SIM-swapping
attacks include using hard-to-guess pin codes and adding safeguards such as email or verbal
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approval, as well as text authentication, before a cell number is ported to a new phone.
#Cybersecurity #FIN #USA WSJ

→ On Tuesday, February 22, the UK warned of potential cyberattacks with "international
consequences" after Russian President Putin ordered troops to two separatist regions in
eastern Ukraine. Following the developments, the UK’s National Cyber Security Center
(NCSC) urged British organizations to "bolster their online defenses". "While the NCSC is not
aware of any current specific threats to UK organizations in relation to events in and around
Ukraine, there has been an historical pattern of cyber attacks on Ukraine with international
consequences," it said in a statement. In response to a request from Ukraine on Monday,
February 21, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Estonia, Romania, and Croatia will send a
team of experts to assist other EU countries, institutions, and partners in dealing with cyber
threats, according to Deputy Defense Minister Margiris Abukevicius. #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #GBR #RUS #UKR #EU #LTU #NLD #POL #EST #ROU #HRV Reuters

→ Ukrainian government websites went offline on Wednesday, February 23, in what the
government described as the start of another massive denial of service (DDoS)
disruption. Authorities in Ukraine said that they had seen online warnings that hackers were
planning "major attacks" on government agencies, banks, and the defense sector this week.
Mykhailo Fedorov, the Minister of Digital Transformation, said "At about 4 pm, another mass
DDoS attack on our state began. We have relevant data from a number of banks," adding that
the parliament website had also been compromised. Last week, a separate DDoS incident
overwhelmed the online networks of Ukraine's defense ministry and two banks. #Cybersecurity
#UKR Reuters

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ On Tuesday, February 22, the Biden administration announced new investments in
mineral production to address supply chain shortages. Investments in the domestic
production of minerals and materials are crucial to creating a wide array of technological
devices, including computers, smartphones, batteries, household appliances, and vehicles. MP
Materials will invest $700M in the magnet supply chain, according to the White House fact
sheet. Additionally, the company will receive an extra $35M from the federal government for a
magnet supply chain and rare earth element processing. This initiative will establish a full
end-to-end domestic permanent magnet supply chain as a result of the investment, which will
create more than 350 jobs by 2024. Furthermore, the plan is expected to improve the country's
competitiveness with China, who currently controls 87% of the global permanent magnet
market. The infrastructure bill also includes $3B in funding for the refining of critical materials
like lithium, cobalt, nickel, and graphite, as well as battery recycling facilities. #SCRM #CHP
#GRN #Geopolitics #USA #CHN The Hill CNN

→ Argentina, one of the world's major players in the lithium supply chain, a critical
material used in EV batteries, has signed up for China's Belt and Road Initiative.
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Argentina is in a region with the highest concentrations of the mineral — South America's
Lithium Triangle, which holds more than half of the world's reserves — while Chinese
companies are the world's biggest buyers and investors of lithium mines, refining two-thirds of
the world's lithium. According to an estimation by the International Energy Agency, global
demand for lithium would increase by more than 4,000% by 2040 if the world achieves its
climate goals. In the face of escalating geopolitical tensions and an ongoing supply-chain issue,
most major economies have already elevated lithium's importance to that of a strategic mineral
in the supply chain. China's 14th five-year plan emphasized the need for more resilient industrial
supply chains while also boosting the country's competitiveness in new technological industries
like EVs. Experts predict that the two countries will continue to collaborate on strategic
resources after Argentine President Fernandez signed the country up for the Initiative, paving
the way for investments worth more than $23B. #SCRM #GRN #Geopolitics #ARG #CHN
SCMP

→ European ports are experiencing increased congestion and shipment delays as a
result of ongoing supply chain constraints. Flexport created a heat map this month that
showed six of ten European ports, including Rotterdam, Hamburg, and the UK's Felixstowe,
flashing orange (on a scale of green, yellow, orange, and black). According to project44 data,
the average shipment delay from China to the US West Coast increased 114% in 2021
compared to the previous year. In comparison, the route to Europe increased by 172%. The
delays are straining operations for European companies, including Airbus seeing supply-chain
concerns persisting into 2023. Two companies see opportunities to address these challenges.
Starting April 1, 2022, Hapag-Lloyd will operate an express service connecting China and
Germany, connecting Dachan Bay in South China with Hamburg in 27 days. Maersk is
promoting full operations for an intermodal service that it claims can deliver products in less
than 20 days from Busan, South Korea, to the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad, and
subsequently further in the Baltic region, using Trans-Siberian trains. That compares with a
60-day ocean voyage through the Suez Canal. #SCRM #EUR #USA #CHN #DEU #KOR #RUS
#EGY Bloomberg

→ South Korean exports have remained resilient despite supply chain constraints
caused by the Covid-19 Omicron variant. South Korea's early trade figures indicated that
global demand remained strong in February 2022, despite the fact that the value of shipments
increased by the smallest amount in nearly a year. Exports increased 13.1% over the previous
year in the first 20 days of the month, led by semiconductors and oil products, according to the
customs office. Overall imports increased 12.9%, resulting in a $1.68B trade deficit. The nation’s
trade data are a barometer of global economic activity as the nation’s manufacturers are
positioned widely across global supply chains. The data showed:

● Exports to China, Korea’s largest overseas
market, rose 12.4%

● Shipments to the US advanced 7%, while
those to the EU climbed 2.8%
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● Overall semiconductor shipments increased 18.1%, while sales of wireless
communications devices fell 17.7%

● Exports of oil products rose 56%

#SCRM #CHP #KOR #USA #CHN #EU Bloomberg
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